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Abstract49

Since 2019 a collaboration between researchers from various institutes and exper-50

iments (i.e. ATLAS, CMS, ALICE, LHCb/SHiP and the CERN EP-DT group),51

has been operating several RPCs with diverse electronics, gas gap thicknesses and52

detector layouts at the CERN Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF++). The studies53

aim at assessing the performance of RPCs when filled with new eco-friendly gas54

mixtures in avalanche mode and in view of evaluating possible ageing effects after55

long high background irradiation periods, e.g. High-Luminosity LHC phase. This56

challenging research is also part of a task of the European AidaInnova project.57

A promising eco-friendly gas identified for RPC operation is the tetrafluoruro-58

propene (C3H2F4, commercially known as HFO-1234ze) that has been studied59

at the CERN GIF++ in combination with different percentages of CO2. Between60

the end of 2021 and 2022 several beam tests have been carried out to establish the61

performance of RPCs operated with such mixtures before starting the irradiation62

campaign for the ageing study.63

Results of these tests for different RPCs layouts and different gas mixtures, under64

increasing background rates are presented here, together with the preliminary65

outcome of the detector ageing tests.66

Keywords: Gaseous detectors, Resistive-plate chambers, Eco-friendly gas mixtures,67

Beam test, Aging studies68

1 Introduction69

The European Union has declared in EU regulation 517/2014 [1], the phase down70

and limitation of fluorinated greenhouse gases (GHGs) production and usage. Many71

scientific centers are pushing experimental collaborations to look for possible eco-72

friendly replacements for the used gas mixtures. CERN, in particular, is committed73

to reducing its GHG emissions and phase-down actions have been put in place since74
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2020 [2]. Some studies report RPCs as the major contributor to GHG emission from75

detector systems at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) during Run 1 and Run 2 [3].76

The RPCs at CERN are mainly operated with mixtures composed of around 5%77

isobutane (i-C4H10), more than 90% tetrafluoroethane (C2H2F4), and less than 1%78

of SF6. The latter two, are both GHGs characterized by a global warming potential79

(GWP) of 1430 and 22800, respectively while isobutane has a lower GWP equal to 380

[1].81

The search for eco-friendly alternatives plays a fundamental role in the strategies82

to reduce GHGs emissions and possibly the relative operational costs. In this con-83

text, the RPC ECOgas@GIF++ collaboration, which includes RPC physicists from84

the LHC experiments (CMS, ALICE, ATLAS, LHCb) and the gas group of CERN,85

is pursuing the use of new gases in order to find a proper eco-friendly gas mixture86

replacement. Although the currently employed RPC gas mixture contains two different87

GHGs components, it is quite challenging to find a replacement for both simultane-88

ously. For this reason, the collaboration started to study alternatives to C2H2F4 since89

it is the main contributor to the mixture GWP. Possible candidates have been identi-90

fied in the family of the Hydro-Fluoro-Olefins (HFOs), due to the molecular similarity91

with the C2H2F4 and low GWP (∼6).92

Within this gas family, tetrafluoropropene (C3H2F4), which comes in different iso-93

mer forms [4], was of particular interest, mainly because two isomers, the HFO-1234ze94

and HFO-123yf, are currently used as refrigerants in the industry, making them rather95

available for purchase. The choice fell on HFO-1234ze due to the mildly flammability96

of the yf isomer [5], making it unsuitable to be used in the LHC experiments due to97

safety reasons. In what follows, HFO-1234ze will be referred to as HFO.98

The HFO molecule contains the same number of Hydrogen and Fluorine atoms but99

one more Carbon with respect to C2H2F4. On the other hand, the use of this gas as100

tetrafluoroethane replacement leads to an increase of the detector working voltage [6].101

This is not advisable since the currently installed detectors and high voltage systems102

are not designed to operate at such high voltages, making the full replacement of103

tetrafluoroethane with HFO alone not possible. A mitigating solution was to add CO2104

together with C3H2F4 to lower the operating electric field by reducing the partial105

pressure of the gas mixture [7–10].106

The efforts of the RPC ECOgas@GIF++ collaboration are two-pronged: on the107

one hand, various beam test campaigns have been carried out to fully characterize108

RPC response when operated with various HFO/CO2-based gas mixtures. On the109

other hand, the longevity of the RPCs, when operated with eco-friendly gas mixtures,110

is studied by performing an aging test under an intense radiation background. During111

this kind of study, the detectors are exposed to an intense flux of γ photons, mimicking112

the background conditions expected during the High-Luminosity (HL) LHC phase [11]113

and the stability of their response is studied over time.114

This article summarizes the main results obtained in the above-mentioned beam115

test campaigns and aging studies. It is organized as follows: section 2 contains a brief116

description of the experimental setup, section 3 reports the results obtained from the117

2022 beam test campaign (results from the first RPC ECOgas@GIF++ beam test118

campaign (in 2021) can be found in [12]), section 4 describes the results obtained119
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so far from the aging campaign. Lastly, section 5 contains a summary of the results,120

providing also an outlook for possible future developments of these studies.121

2 Experimental setup122

The studies of the RPC ECOgas@GIF++ collaboration are carried out at the CERN123

Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF++). This facility is equipped with a 12.5 TBq 137Cs124

source, which allows the users to perform long-term irradiation studies (aging cam-125

paigns) with conditions similar to the ones present during the HL-LHC phase [11].126

The GIF++ is built on the H4 secondary SPS beam line and it is traversed by a high-127

energy (150 GeV) muon beam, produced by the interaction of the SPS proton beam128

on a number of fixed targets [13].129

The 137Cs source is equipped with an Aluminum angular correction filter, used to130

transform the 1/r2 (r being the distance from the source) dependence of the γ flux to131

a uniformly distributed flux on the xy plane (perpendicular to the beam), providing132

uniform irradiation on large area detectors. The irradiation from the 137Cs source can133

be modulated by means of a set of lead attenuation filters which are arranged as a 3×3134

array, allowing for a total of 27 possible attenuation values, from 1 (irradiator fully135

opened) to 46000 (maximum attenuation). The irradiator can also be fully shielded136

(condition referred to as ”source-off” in the following), allowing access to the GIF++137

bunker. The peculiarity of the facility is the possibility of combining the muon beam138

and irradiation with photons, in order to study the detector response under different139

irradiation conditions.140

Each member of the RPC ECOgas@GIF++ collaboration provided one RPC pro-141

totype. These have been installed on two mechanical supports, located inside the142

GIF++ and are characterized by different layouts (area, gas gap thickness, readout143

system etc) as reported in table 1.144

Table 1: Main features of the detectors from ECOgas@GIF++ collaboration

Gap/electrode
Detector Area (cm2) Gaps thickness Strips Readout

(mm)

ATLAS 550 1 2/1.8 1 Digitizer
LHCb/SHiP 7000 1 1.6/1.6 64 TDC

ALICE 2500 1 2/2 32 Digitizer
CMS RE11 1339.2+2298.5/4215.11 2 2/2 128 TDC
BARI-1p0 7000 1 1/1.43 32 TDC
EP-DT 7000 1 2/2 7 Digitizer

1The CMS RE11 RPC gas gap layout consist in 2 gaps layout labelled as Top Narrow
(TN) + Top Wide (TW) and Bottom (BOT). The gap areas are therefore expressed as
TN+TW/BOT

The gas system allows to create the desired gas mixture (by mixing up to four gases)145

and sending it to the detectors. Gas flow, relative humidity and mixture composition146

are continuously monitored and a stop of the operations is issued, by a dedicated147
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software, in case of wrong mixture. The high voltage is provided by means of a CAEN148

high voltage mainframe SY1527 [14], hosting two high voltage boards (A1526N and149

A1526P [15])).150

The applied high voltage is corrected for temperature and atmospheric pressure151

variations, in order to maintain the effective high voltage (HVeff) constant over time,152

according to the following equation, used by the CMS collaboration [16]:153

HVapp = HVeff

[
(1− α) + α

P

P0

T0

T

]
(1)

where P0 and T0 are reference values (293.15 K and 990 mbar) and α is an empirical154

parameter set to 0.8. Note that this formula is slightly different from the one used in155

[12], describing the tests performed in 2021. As a matter of fact, the formula used here156

was proved to provide better stability of efficiency and other parameters over long157

periods of time [16]. It was not used for the 2021 data for organizational issues, since158

at the time not all the groups from the RPC ECOGas@GIF++ collaboration were159

aware and used it. Anyhow, the difference between HVapp computed with this or the160

older formula is less than few tens of volts, and this makes the results presented here161

and the one in [12] directly comparable.162

Both for aging and beam test studies, the data acquisition is carried out by the163

WebDCS Ecogas [17], which is a web interface to a Detector Control System, origi-164

nally developed for the CMS collaboration studies at GIF++, and re-adapted to the165

collaboration needs. This is a versatile system, which allows the users to easily perform166

all the data taking, as well as produce on-the-fly data quality monitoring plots.167

During beam tests, a set of scintillators (coupled with photomultipliers) is installed168

on the mechanical frames inside the bunker (internal scintillators) and their coinci-169

dence with two external scintillators triggers the data acquisition during the beam170

spill.171

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the GIF++ bunker, highlighting the positions of the172

mechanical supports (black rectangles, at ≈ 3 and 6 meters from the source) and of173

the scintillators (blue rectangles, the internal ones, and red rectangles, the external174

ones). The total trigger area is equal to 10×10 cm2. Lastly, the 137Cs source is also175

highlighted in the figure.176

3 Beam test results177

This section reports the results obtained during the 2022 beam test campaign. The178

first part of the section describes the detectors response when the 137Cs source is fully179

shielded (source-off), whilst the second part shows the behavior of the detectors when180

they are exposed to different values of photon fluxes (source-on).181

As it is reported in table 1, two different readout methods have been employed:182

for some RPCs (ALICE, EP-DT and ATLAS), the readout strips have been directly183

connected to a CAEN digitizer for full waveform studies (model DT5742 [18]1 for184

ALICE and ATLAS, and DT5730 [19]2 for EP-DT) while other detectors (SHiP, CMS185

15 Gs/s 12-bit resolution
21 Gs/s and 14-bit resolution
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Fig. 1: Sketch of the GIF++ bunker with the two mechanical supports highlighted in
black, internal scintillators in blue and external ones in red. The black arrow represents
the direction of the muon beam. The 137Cs source is also circled in green. The red
lines show the aperture of the irradiation field

RE11 and BARI-1p0) use a specific front-end electronic board (FEB) to discriminate186

the signals which, once discriminated, are readout by means of a CAEN VME multi-187

hit TDC (model V1190 [20]3). More details on each FEB can be found in: [21] for188

the SHiP detector, [22] for the CMS RE11, while the BARI-1p0 RPC is equipped189

with a custom-made 32 channels board equipped with a PETIROC ASIC [23] and190

manufactured by Korean DEtector Laboratory (KODEL).191

Mixtures with different concentrations of CO2/HFO were tested, while the frac-192

tions of i-C4H10 and SF6 were kept constant as to study the interplay between CO2 and193

HFO. The mixtures are listed in table 2, together with their GWP value, calculated194

as the average of the GWP of each component, weighted by its mass concentration,195

according to what is prescribed in [1]. The GWP can be used to compare the effects of196

the same mass of gas, expelled into the atmosphere. However, the RPC gas systems at197

the LHC operate at a fixed rate of gas volume changes; for this reason, to compare dif-198

ferent mixtures (with different specific masses), one can introduce the CO2-equivalent199

(CO2e) for 1 liter of gas mixture released into the atmosphere, expressed in grams200

per liter. These values are reported in the last column of table 2. Note that the first201

mixture in the table (STD) does not contain any HFO (or CO2): it represents the202

standard gas mixture, currently employed in the ATLAS/CMS RPCs and it has been203

taken as a reference to which the eco-friendly alternatives are compared.204

It is worth noting that the CO2e for all the mixtures tested is quite similar; this is205

due to the fact that the SF6 concentration is the same and it is the only GHG in the206

mixtures tested and that they are ≈4/4.5 times lower with respect to the standard207

gas mixture one.208

3128 channels and 100 ps time resolution on the single hit
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Table 2: Composition of the gas mixtures used in the tests described in this paper

Mixture C2H2F4 % HFO % CO2 % i-C4H10 % SF6 % GWP CO2e (g/l)

STD 95.2 0 0 4.5 0.3 1485 6824
MIX0 0 0 95 4 1 730 1480
MIX1 0 10 85 4 1 640 1490
MIX2 0 20 75 4 1 560 1495

MIX3 or ECO3 0 25 69 5 1 527 1519
MIX4 0 30 65 4 1 503 1497

MIX5 or ECO2 0 35 60 4 1 476 1522
MIX6 0 40 55 4 1 457 1500
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Fig. 2: Hit time profile obtained with the CMS RE11 RPC when flushed with the STD
gas mixture at 90% efficiency. Left panel: source-off condition. Right panel: highest
possible (irradiator fully opened) γ background condition

3.1 Results without gamma background209

This section summarizes the main outcomes that have been obtained during the 2022210

test beam campaigns, carried out by the RPC ECOgas@GIF++ collaboration. In par-211

ticular, the results obtained when the 137Cs source is fully shielded and no background212

radiation is present on the detectors (source-off) are reported here.213

3.1.1 Source off Efficiency and Working Point214

Both the digitizers and the TDCs provide a timestamp for each hit they register,215

regardless of its origin. This time information can be used to separate the muon-216

induced hits from those coming from other sources, such as noise and/or the γ217

background. Figure 2 shows the time profiles (distribution of the hits arrival times for218

a fixed high voltage value) obtained for the ALICE RPC, operated with the standard219

gas mixture at 90% efficiency at source-off (left panel) and under the highest possible220

(irradiator fully opened) γ background condition (right panel).221

In the case of the TDCs, the width of the acquisition window was set to 5000 ns222

while in the case of the digitizer to: 500 ns for the ATLAS detector, and 1040 ns and223

1024 ns for the EP-DT and ALICE chambers, respectively. The different widths of224
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Fig. 3: Efficiency and absorbed current density as a function of HVeff , without γ
background. Left panel: ATLAS RPC. Right panel: BARI-1p0 RPC

each acquisition window have been taken into account while performing the analysis225

(as it will be explained later on in section 3.1.2). The choice of TDC or digitizer was226

made due to different requirements of the groups involved (i.e. the digitizer is used227

to study the analog response of the detector while the TDCs, coupled with front-end228

electronics, are used to simulate real-life conditions for RPCs in the LHC). The peaks229

that are clearly visible in both panels (with a width of ≈25 ns) of figure 2 correspond to230

an accumulation of muon-induced events (since the time interval between the trigger231

and the muon hit is the same for each event) while the others, uniformly distributed,232

are due to the noise/gamma-induced hits.233

The chamber efficiency can then be computed as the ratio between the number of234

events whose time falls inside the muon window and the number of triggers. The left235

and right panels in figure 3 show the efficiency and absorbed current density (reported236

in nA/cm2, to compare it across detectors with different active areas) as a function237

of the effective high voltage applied to the detectors without γ background for three238

different mixtures: STD, ECO2 (30/60 HFO/CO2) and ECO3 (25/69 HFO/CO2)239

for the ATLAS (2 mm single gas gap) and the BARI-1p0 (1 mm single gas gap)240

respectively.241

The efficiency data points were interpolated using the logistic function reported in242

equation 2:243

ε(HV ) =
εmax

1 + e−β(HV−HV50)
(2)

where the free parameters are: εmax, which represents the asymptotic maximum244

efficiency (plateau efficiency); β, which is related to the steepness of the efficiency245

curve, and HV50, which represents the voltage where the efficiency reaches 50% of its246
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maximum. These values are used to compute the voltage corresponding to the Working247

Point (WP), according to the definition used by the CMS collaboration [24]:248

WP =
log 19

β
+HV50 + 150 V (3)

Table 3 reports the most significant parameters for the detectors shown in figure249

3. It is possible to observe that, in the case of the ATLAS RPC, the plateau efficiency250

is compatible for the different mixtures while, in the case of a thinner gap, such as the251

BARI-1p0 detector, the efficiency greatly decreases when the eco-friendly alternatives252

are used. A possible explanation could be that the CO2 produces a smaller number253

of primary ion-electron clusters due its lower density [25], leading to a more signifi-254

cant efficiency drop in thinner gas gaps. Furthermore, as anticipated in section 1, the255

inclusion of HFO to the mixture tends to move the detector WP to higher values.256

The increase with respect to the standard gas mixture is similar for both detectors for257

ECO3 (around 0.3/0.4 kV) while for ECO2 it is around 1 kV for the 2 mm gas gap258

detector and around 0.8 kV for the 1 mm gas gap RPC.259

Table 3: Source off WP and plateau effi-
ciency for the ATLAS and the BARI-1p0
RPCs

Mixture Detector WP [V] εmax [%]

STD ATLAS 9925.7 96.71
ECO2 ATLAS 11021.9 95.92
ECO3 ATLAS 10200.7 94.56
STD BARI-1p0 5903 93.89
ECO2 BARI-1p0 6646.2 89.73
ECO3 BARI-1p0 6301.2 88.38

3.1.2 Signal charge distribution and large signals contamination260

By using a digitizer, one has access to the waveform of each signal detected by the261

RPCs under test and this allows to perform a full characterization of the detector262

response, especially in terms of signal charge and contamination from large signals.263

The starting point in the signal charge calculation is the discrimination between signals264

and noise. In the following, results from EP-DT and ALICE detectors are presented,265

hence a few details on the procedure employed in the analysis are described here. In266

the case of the EP-DT detector, a waveform is considered to contain a signal from a267

muon if its amplitude is above 2 mV with respect to the baseline while in the case of268

ALICE, the threshold was set to five times the RMS of the signal in a region where269

no muon signal is expected (noise window).270

The signal charge is then calculated by integrating the signals passing the above271

selection criterion in a suitable integration window. In particular, the range for signal272

integration is determined as follows (a visual reference is also reported in figure 4):273

9
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Fig. 4: Example of muon signal recorded by the digitizer of the ALICE RPC. The black
circles refer to the start/end of the integration interval for signal charge calculation
and the blue line represent the threshold

• The first and last samples where the signal is above threshold are determined for274

each strip275

• Starting from the first (last) point the signal is swept forward (back) and the discrete276

derivative between two consecutive samples is calculated. When this changes sign,277

it means that there is a change in the signal slope and the last point before the278

sign change is assumed to be the start (end) point of the integration interval (for a279

complete description of the algorithm the reader can refer to [26, 27])280

• The charge calculated for each strip is then summed, to get the total charge per281

event282

Figure 4 shows an example of a signal as seen by the ALICE RPC, when flushed283

with the standard gas mixture: the horizontal blue line represents the threshold in the284

specific event and the two black markers show the start and end of the integration285

interval just described. Since the signal is readout on a 50 Ω resistor, to find the value286

of signal charge, the result of the signal integration is divided by 50 Ω.287

The left and right panels of figure 5 show, respectively, the charge distributions for288

the EP-DT and ALICE detector when the applied high voltage is the closest to the289

estimated working point for the tested gas mixtures. Note that the average threshold290

used for the ALICE detectors (≈1.6 mV) is lower with respect to the EP-DT one291

(2 mV), and this likely affects the average values of the signal charges measured in the292

two cases. Indeed, it appears that for the ALICE detector, the average charge values293

are slightly lower, with respect to the EP-DT one.294

In both cases, the black distribution in figure 5 refers to the standard gas mixture,295

while the others refer to all the tested eco-friendly alternatives. For all mixtures, two296

peaks can be observed, the one at lower charge values coming from the avalanche297

contribution while the one at higher charge values from larger signals. Usually, these298

are referred to as streamers [28] but, in the case of the eco-friendly alternatives, not299

all signals in the right peak of the distribution in figure 5 satisfy all the criteria to300

be defined streamers (i.e. they are not always accompanied by a precursor signal and301

10
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Fig. 5: Signal charge distributions at the calculated working point without γ irra-
diation. Left panel: EP-DT RPC. Right panel: ALICE RPC. Note that different gas
mixtures are used in the two detectors

they might be characterized by multiple delayed peaks). For this reason, these will be302

referred to as ”large signals” from here on. In general, for the eco-friendly alternatives,303

the avalanche peak is shifted towards higher values with respect to the standard gas304

mixture (this observation is consistent with the higher absorbed current, as reported305

in 3.1.1 and figures therein). Moreover, the fraction of large signals is generally larger,306

although this value seems to be decreasing for increasing HFO concentration in the307

mixtures. But, the decrease of these kinds of signals comes with the price of a higher308

working point, mainly due to the quenching effect of adding more HFO to the mixture.309

In order to quantify this value, we tag as ”large signals” all events characterized310

by a charge larger than 16 pC (this value was chosen by observing that the two peaks311

in the charge distributions are separated at ≈ the 16 pC mark). The large signal312

probability can then be defined as the ratio between the number of these signals and313

the total number of events. Figure 6 shows, in the left panel, the values of large-signal314

probability at the working point, for the EP-DT detector, while the right panel shows315

the large-signal probability as a function of the applied high voltage, in the case of316

the ALICE detector. It is possible to observe how, for increasing HFO concentration,317

the contamination from large signals at WP reaches similar values as the standard gas318

mixture but it tends to increase more sharply for voltages above the WP. This leads319

to a narrower range of applicable high voltage which grants both a high detection320

efficiency (> 95%) as well as a low large signal probability (< 5%). The large signals321

contamination for the ALICE detector is reported as a function of the high voltage322

minus working point; in this way, the point at 0 V corresponds to the WP for all323

mixtures.324

3.1.3 Source off summary325

Using the previously shown results, a few conclusions can be drawn. First of all, for326

thinner gas gap detectors (such ad the BARI-1p0), an HFO fraction above 50% is327

advisable, in order to reach a high enough efficiency plateau. This is less true for the328

2 mm detectors (as in the case of the ATLAS RPC), where mixtures with 25% HFO329
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Fig. 6: Left panel: Large signal probability at WP for the EP-DT detector. Right
panel: large signal probability as a function of HVeff for the ALICE detector

already provide an efficiency >95% at working point. The detector working point330

also increases if the HFO concentration increases, at a level of ≈1 kV for every 10%331

HFO added to the mixture. Lastly, by studying the signal charge and large signals332

contamination, it is worth noting that the average signal charge is higher for all the eco-333

friendly alternatives, leading to the higher absorbed currents observed. Moreover, for334

increasing HFO fractions, the average avalanche charge and large signal contamination335

both decrease.336

3.2 Results with gamma background337

The performance of the chambers under test were also investigated using different338

combinations of attenuation filters to shield the 137Cs source. Figure 7 shows the effi-339

ciency and absorbed current density, as a function of HVeff , for the ATLAS detector340

(located at ∼3 m from the source) with the STD gas mixture (left panel) and two341

HFO-based candidates, ECO2 (middle panel) and ECO3 (right panel), in different342

conditions of γ background.343

The efficiency curves with the three mixtures are shifted at higher voltages for344

increasing γ rates. This phenomenon occurs because of the increased γ background,345

which leads to a higher absorbed current. Flowing through the resistive chamber elec-346

trodes, this current leads to a voltage drop across them which, in turns, leads to a347

reduction of the electric field inside the gap, which must be recovered by increasing348

the supplied high voltage. The right panel of figure 7 shows that for the ECO3 gas349

mixture, the efficiency decrease due to the γ background is the highest among the350

three. This happens because the CO2 content in this mixture is the highest. On the351

other hand, the current densities follow the expected behavior, increasing with the γ352
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Fig. 7: Efficiency and current densities for the ATLAS detector in different regimes
of irradiation. Left panel: STD mixture. Central panel: ECO2 mixture. Right panel:
ECO3 mixture

background rate. The highest increase is observed if the CO2 concentration increases353

(ad is the case for ECO3).354

3.2.1 Gamma cluster rate355

The γ cluster rate was measured for all the detectors with different absorption factors.356

This approach allows to assess the rate capabilities of each RPC at specific distances357

from the source. The γ cluster rate is calculated using the data collected when no358

beam is present. The RPC response is sampled using a random trigger (a pulse sent to359

the DAQ modules with a given frequency) and, for each trigger, the data is grouped360

in clusters (i.e. a γ can lead to an above-threshold signal on more than one adjacent361

strip). The number of γ clusters is then counted and divided by the total acquisition362

time (5000 ns × number of random triggers) multiplied by the detector active area363

(to get a measure in Hz/cm2). Figure 8 shows the γ cluster rates for the ALICE364

and EP-DT detectors (both featuring a gas gap thickness of 2 mm and located at365

6 and 3 m from the source respectively) for all the tested gas mixtures. The results366

show similar rates measured by both detectors. The ALICE detector registered lower367

rates compared to those observed with the EP-DT detector (for the same value of368

absorption factor), in agreement with the respective distance from the γ source. The369

γ rates measured for STD, ECO2, and ECO3 gas mixtures, with BARI-1p0 detector370

(located at ≈3 m from the source) are shown in figure 9. The results in this case are371

comparable with the ones measured by EP-DT detector.372

3.2.2 Efficiency and Working Point373

The efficiency under irradiation was measured following the method described in374

section 3.1.1. Figure 10 shows the values of plateau efficiency (ϵmax as a function of375

the measured γ cluster rate for the ALICE and EP-DT detectors operated with several376

candidate mixtures.377

The same trend already shown for the ATLAS detector in figure 7 is also visible in378

this case (i.e. the plateau efficiency decreases if the irradiation increases). The highest379
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Fig. 8: Gamma cluster rate at working point as a function of the attenuation filter
configuration (ABS). Left panel: ALICE RPC. Right panel: EP-DT RPC
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Fig. 9: γ cluster rate at working point for BARI-1p0 RPC as a function of the atten-
uation filter configuration (ABS)

efficiencies (and the smallest decrease for increasing background) for both detectors are380

obtained using the STD mixtures, while with the eco-friendly candidates the efficiency381

decrease at higher rates is more pronounced with respect to the STD mixture; a similar382

behavior is observed for the ALICE and EP-DT detectors.383

The plateau efficiency measured with the BARI-1p0 detector at different γ cluster384

rates is shown in figure 11. Despite the fact that the highest efficiency is reached with385
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Fig. 10: Plateau efficiency (ϵmax) as a function of the γ cluster rate measured at WP.
Left panel: ALICE detector. Right panel: EP-DT detector

the STD mixture, the efficiency results in the range 90-79% up to 800 Hz/cm2 with386

the ECO2. Moreover, it is remarkable that in this case the plateau efficiency measured387

with the ECO3 gas mixture decreases more rapidly with respect to ECO2 and STD.388
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Fig. 11: Plateau efficiency (ϵmax) for the BARI-1p0 RPC as a function of the γ cluster
rate measured at WP

The working points were calculated by fitting the efficiency curves for each set of389

attenuation filters by using equation 2. Figures 12 and 13 show the working points for390
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the different background rates measured with the ALICE, CERN EP-DT and BARI-391

1p0 RPCs. The ALICE and EP-DT chambers are characterized by similar working392

points and the value is shifted following the amount of CO2 present in the mixtures.393

On the other hand, figure 13 shows that the WP, for the BARI-1p0 RPC, characterized394

by a 1 mm gas gap, shifts of just few hundred Volts because of the use of an eco-395

friendly gas mixture. The values, in this case, are shifted from 6.65 to 6.9 kV for ECO2396

and from 6.3 to 6.45 kV for ECO3, smaller shifts than for the detectors characterized397

by a 2 mm gas gap. The working point shift between mixtures is lower with respect398

to the ones calculated for ALICE and EP-DT RPCs due to the thinner gap used in399

BARI-1p0 Luca: but, although this observation seems to be pointing in the direction of400

better physics performance for RPCs with thinner electrodes, one has to consider that,401

according to what is reported in figure 11, the maximum efficiency reached but these402

detectors is much lower with respect to those with thicker gas gaps. This observation403

can be explained by considering the reduced electric field inside the gas gap, together404

with the smaller probability of primary ionization at a sufficient distance from the405

electrode, to allow for the charge multiplication to produce a detectable signal. A406

possible mitigating solution, explored in [29] could be to use more then one thinner407

gap inside the same detector, effectively increasing the gas gap while retaining the408

advantages of thinner electrodes.409
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Fig. 12: WP as a function of the γ cluster rate measured at WP. Left panel: ALICE
RPC. Right panel: EP-DT RPC

3.2.3 Muon cluster size410

The muon cluster size quantifies the number of neighboring strips fired due to an411

avalanche produced by a muon. This value is is of significance because of its direct412

impact on the detector spatial resolution. In the following figures, the cluster size is413
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Fig. 13: WP for the BARI-1p0 detector as a function of the γ cluster rate measured
at WP

expressed in cm in order to enable the comparison between the different detectors with414

different strip pitch. Figure 14 shows the muon cluster size values at WP as a function415

of the γ cluster rate for the ALICE and BARI-1p0 detectors. In both RPCs, the416

values are slightly higher for the eco-friendly candidates at low γ rates while at higher417

rates, the difference between the cluster sizes becomes less important. Moreover, one418

can observe that for all the tested gas mixtures, a decreasing trend with increasing419

irradiation is observed.420

4 Preliminary aging studies421

This section describes some preliminary results obtained from an aging test, cover-422

ing the period from July 2022 to July 2023. First, a brief description of the general423

methodology used in the data-taking is provided; following this, a summary of the424

main results is presented.425

4.1 Methodology426

During the aging test, the detectors are flushed with the selected gas mixture, the high427

voltage is set to a fixed value and the stability of the absorbed current (measured by428

the high voltage power supply, with a precision of 0.1 µA) is monitored over time. The429

webdcs applies the correction for temperature/pressure changes, according to equation430

1, as explained in section 1, in order to maintain a constant HVeff on the detectors.431

The values of current, applied and effective high voltage are saved every 30 seconds432

for data analysis. Moreover, once a week, the 137Cs source is fully shielded (source-433

off) and a measurement of the absorbed current without γ irradiation is performed.434

This current is familiarly called ”dark current” and it is an important parameter to435

monitor throughout the aging test, since its increase could be a sign of detector aging.436
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Fig. 14: Muon cluster size at WP as a function of γ cluster rate measured at WP.
Left panel: ALICE RPC. Right panel: BARI-1p0 RPC

In order to numerically quantify the progress of the aging, we use the integrated437

charge density, defined as the integral over time of the current density passing through438

the detector and it is measured in mC/cm2. By looking at the left panel of figure 15,439

one can see an example of the absorbed dark current density as a function of HVeff440

(I(HV) curve) for the EP-DT detector when flushed with the ECO2 gas mixture; it441

is possible to observe that, even for voltages well below the threshold for avalanche442

multiplication processes (7/8 kV for a 2 mm gap, as is the case for EP-DT), a non-443

zero current is flowing. This is the Ohmic component of the dark current and it is, in444

principle, not flowing through the gas but rather through some other conductive paths445

in the detector. Most likely, this Ohmic component is not relevant for aging processes,446

since it is not related to discharge processes happening in the gas, which may lead to447

the dissociation of HFO and the production of harmful pollutants. Source-off current448

density vs HV curves are measured weekly and this allows one to also monitor the449

Ohmic component of the dark current.450

Since the irradiation is carried out at fixed HVeff (10.6 kV for the 2 mm gaps451

and 8.8-9 kV for the 1.6 mm one, in the case of the ECO2 gas mixture, as it will be452

better explained in section 4.2), it is useful to estimate the Ohmic part of the dark453

current at said voltage. To this aim, a linear interpolation of the current density vs454

HVeff curve is carried out between 0 and 5 kV, for the 2 mm gaps and between 0455

and 4 kV for the 1.6 mm one. The straight line is then extrapolated to the irradiation456

voltage, providing the required estimation of the Ohmic dark current density. This is457

then subtracted from the total current density measured, obtaining the current density458

flowing through the gas and related to the γ irradiation. Since a weekly dark current459

measurement is performed, one can subtract its Ohmic component from the measured460

current density for the whole irradiation period (i.e. for each irradiation period we461
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Fig. 15: Left panel: example of the dark current density as a function of HVeff for
the EP-DT detector. The Ohmic part of the dark current is clearly visible as well as
the linear interpolation to obtain the Ohmic dark current at the irradiation voltage
(represented by the intersection between the vertical blue line and the red straight
line). Right panel: example of current density under irradiation with and without the
Ohmic part of the dark current (EP-DT detector). The discrete step observed towards
the end of the period corresponds to a change in the irradiation conditions, which
causes to a current reduction

subtract its closest (in time) estimation of Ohmic dark current). An example of this462

procedure is shown in the right panel of figure 15, where the current density absorbed463

under irradiation is shown for the EP-DT detector. The blue markers represent the464

current density measured by the high voltage module, the ones in red show the current465

when the Ohmic component was subtracted. The current density to which its Ohmic466

component was subtracted is used to compute the integrated charge density.467

4.2 Main results from aging studies468

During the irradiation studies carried out between July 2022 and July 2023, the detec-469

tors have been flushed with the ECO2 gas mixture and, for the most of these studies,470

the source attenuation filter was set to a value of 2.2. As anticipated, the HVeff cho-471

sen for the irradiation corresponds to 10.6 kV (for the 2 mm gas gap detectors) and472

8.8/9 kV (for the 1.6 mm SHiP RPC, detector fully characterized with beam whose473

results have not been shown in this paper for the sake of avoiding repetition). Note474

that the BARI-1p0 detector was not included in the aging studies since it experienced475

a large current increase following the beam test campaigns and it was removed from476

the setup. With this HVeff the detectors are not fully efficient. The reason why this477

voltage was chosen is to limit the currents absorbed by the detectors (indeed, by look-478

ing at figure 7 the current absorbed with a background of 500 Hz/cm2 with ECO2479

is ≈twice as much as with respect to the standard gas mixture). Moreover, in the480

LHC experiments the detectors are not kept with high voltage on at all times, hence481

aging studies with too large currents would not be representative of real life condi-482

tions, possibly leading to the appearance of artifacts which would not be observed483

when operating the detectors.484

Figure 16 summarizes the trend of the absorbed current density and HVeff applied485

to the RPCs during the whole aging campaign. All the quantities in the figure are486

shown as a function of the integrated charge density, since the irradiation campaign487
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is sometimes interrupted and this would leave empty gaps in the chart. The left panel488

of figure 16 shows the results for the CMS RE11 TN gap while the right panel for the489

SHiP detector.490

Fig. 16: Absorbed current density (with and without the Ohmic dark current) and
HVeff during an ≈ one year exposure to the GIF++ 137Cs source as a function of the
integrated charge density. Left panel: CMS RE11 TN gap. Right panel: SHiP detector

The HVeff is shown in red and, as expected, it is constant throughout the whole491

irradiation campaign. The vertical dotted lines correspond to the weekly source-off492

dark current vs HVeff scans mentioned in section 4.1 (Those reported in figure 16 do493

not correspond to all the scans taken throughout the aging campaign but it sometimes494

happened that the data of a dark current were saved together with those of the aging495

studies and they are reported in this figure).496

For what concerns the absorbed current density, the figure shows both the total497

one (in blue), as well as the one with the subtraction of the Ohmic part of the dark498

current (in green). As it was explained in section 4.1, the latter is used to compute the499

integrated charge density. The current values shown in the figure are independent of the500

source status and, during the irradiation period, it sometimes occurs that the source is501

fully shielded due to other users’ requests or other interventions to the facility (beside502

the weekly source-off day mentioned in 4.1). This observation explains the presence503

of two distinct populations in the figure: in the left panel of figure 16, for example,504

the values around 0-1 nA/cm2 correspond to the current density absorbed when the505

source is fully shielded and the one around 10 nA/cm2 is the current absorbed under506

irradiation. The portions of the trend where the current varies rapidly correspond507

to the source-off scans described earlier (indeed, they are always accompanied by508

changing HVeff values).509
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Fig. 17: Dark current density (total and extrapolated Ohmic part) at the irradiation
voltage (10.6 and 8.8 up to 9.8 kV for the 2 and 1.6 mm gaps respectively) as a
function of the integrated charge density following an exposure of around one year to
the GIF++ 137Cs source. Left panel: CMS RE11 TN gap. Right panel: SHiP detector
(the different HVeffvalues are also reported on the chart for this detector)

In the case of the SHiP detector (right panel of figure 16), the HVeff was increased510

in steps from 8.8 kV, corresponding to 50% efficiency, up to 9.8 kV, corresponding511

to plateau efficiency, in order to study the evolution of the current accordingly. It is512

possible to see that, towards ≈80 mC/cm2, the absorbed current starts to fluctuate in513

a more pronounced way. To investigate this effect, the HVeff of the SHiP RPC was514

reduced and the current absorbed with this lower value is being closely monitored.515

Indeed, as reported in [30], keeping the detectors with a lower than nominal applied516

high voltage has been proven to somewhat reduce the current drawn by the detectors (a517

possible explanation for this might be the burn of small imperfections of the bakelite).518

It is also useful to monitor the evolution of the dark current (both its Ohmic as519

well as the total components). Indeed, as anticipated, an increase of absorbed dark520

current could be a sign of potential detector aging. Figure 17 summarizes this trend,521

by showing both components of the dark current at the irradiation voltage (10.6 kV522

for the 2 mm detectors and between 8.8 and 9.8 kV for the 1.6 mm gap), as a function523

of the integrated charge density for the CMS RE11 TN gap (left panel) and the SHiP524

detector (right panel).525

In figure 17, one can see that, sometimes, the same current density value is reported526

for different integrated charge densities. This is due to the fact that a single source527

off current scan is performed per week but multiple irradiation scans could be started528

during the same week so the same value of dark current density is used for multiple529

irradiation scans. The discrete step that can be seen in the right panel of figure 17 at530

≈40 mC/cm2 corresponds to the fact that the irradiation voltage for the SHiP detector531
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Fig. 18: Accumulated charge density as a function of time for all the RPC ECO-
gas@GIF++ collaboration detectors. Left panel: CMS RE11 RPC (three gaps). Right
panel: ALICE, ATLAS, EP-DT and SHiP RPCs

was increased, hence the higher values. The last few points of the same chart refer to532

the abnormal increase in absorbed current density already reported in figure 16.533

Also, from figure 17, it is possible to see that the Ohmic component of the dark534

current shows an increasing trend at the start of the irradiation, while it reaches a535

more stable behavior for higher values of integrated charge density. For what concerns536

the total dark current density, it shows a more uniform increasing trend during the537

whole irradiation campaign.538

The integrated charge density during around one year of exposure to the GIF++539

137Cs source, is shown in figure 18. The left panel shows the results for the three540

gaps of the CMS RE11 RPC while the right panel refers to the other detectors. The541

fact that the integrated charge density is not exactly the same across the detectors,542

can be explained by considering that the irradiation voltage chosen does not exactly543

correspond to the same efficiency value.544

As it was described, the results obtained so far are preliminary and, for the moment,545

a clear behavior cannot be pointed out. The behavior of some specific detectors (which546

showed a more significant increase of the total dark current density than others)547

especially needs to be closely monitored in time and, in order to shed some light on this,548

the RPC ECOgas@GIF++ collaboration is planning to start the monitoring of other549

parameters, such as the presence of possible current leaks on the mechanical frame550

and the production of fluorinated impurities in the exiting gas mixture. Moreover, one551

also needs to monitor the detectors performance in terms of response to cosmic/beam552

muons, with time. This has been done in July 2023, when another beam test campaign553

was carried out and the data gathered is currently being analyzed. In this way, one554

will be able to estimate the performance evolution and have a first insight on the real555

aging observed on the detectors.556
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5 Conclusions557

This paper explored some of the most recent activities of the RPC ECOgas@GIF++558

collaboration. These have been focused on performance and aging studies on RPC559

detectors operated with different eco-friendly gas mixtures, where C2H2F4 has been560

replaced using mixtures with various concentrations of HFO and CO2.561

During the beam tests, it was observed that the plateau efficiency reached without562

irradiation increases at increasing HFO concentrations and so does the detector WP.563

It was observed that this shift is around 1 kV for every 10% HFO added to the gas564

mixture.565

The average value of signal charge, for all the HFO-based gas mixtures, is generally566

larger, with respect to the standard gas mixture and also a higher fraction of events567

with large charge content is observed. Both values tends to decrease if the HFO con-568

centration increases; reaching, at the detector WP, similar values to the standard gas569

mixture. It was nevertheless observed that the useful operating region (i.e. the high570

voltage range where the efficiency is above 95% and the large signal contamination is571

below 5%) is reduced for the eco-friendly alternatives (since the number of events with572

large signals increases more sharply with the voltage, if compared to the standard gas573

mixture).574

For what concerns the RPC response under γ irradiation, different observations575

can be made: first of all, the efficiency curves shift to higher voltages (the same can576

be said also for the detector WP) if the background level increases; secondly, the577

plateau efficiency decreases. These effects can be partly explained by considering that578

when the detectors are exposed to an intense γ background, the absorbed current579

increases and, circulating through the resistive bakelite electrodes, this leads to a580

voltage drop across the electrodes themselves, leading to a reduction of the voltage581

applied to the gas, leading to a lower gain and lower efficiency. It was observed that582

the maximum efficiency reduction is ≈ 1-2 % (between source off and the highest583

irradiation condition) for the standard gas mixture while it ranges from 8 down to 4584

% for the HFO-based gas mixtures (the effect is less pronounced if more HFO is added585

to the mixture).586

For what concerns the preliminary results obtained from the aging studies, an587

irradiation campaign with the ECO2 (35/60 HFO/CO2) was started in July 2022. The588

stability of the absorbed current (both with and without irradiation) was monitored589

for around one year now. It was observed that the current under irradiation is quite590

stable over time. The Ohmic component of the dark current also appears quite stable591

over time while the trend of the total dark current is more subject to fluctuations.592

These effects are under investigation at the moment but what would be of the utmost593

importance in the future is a continuous monitor of all the detector performance (i.e.594

efficiency, prompt charge, pulse spectrum etc.). A beam test campaign has been carried595

out in July 2023, to perform a first comparison with the previous data; the analysis596

is still ongoing and, soon, this comparison will be made.597

All in all, the efforts of the RPC ECOgas@GIF++ collaboration have led to some598

breakthrough in the search for eco-friendly alternative gas mixtures. The ongoing aging599

campaign, complemented by periodic beam test studies, will help to shed some light600

23



on the long-term behavior of RPC detectors operated with eco-friendly alternatives601

studies in this manuscript.602
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